
2014-2015      Lake Carolina Elementary – Upper Campus       CARE Team Referral Process 
PRIORITY LIST:  Teachers discuss struggling students (academic or behavior) during grade level meetings and prioritize students according to degree to which 

they are struggling. Students at the top of the priority list are those students who are struggling to a significant degree. There is no set number of students who 
can be on a priority list, but most grade levels will keep the list below 10 names. Students who are receiving resource services with Catherine Austin should NOT 
be on the priority list. If a student is on the team’s priority list, he/she may be an appropriate referral for CARE Team. The idea is that the teams will consider the 
students as a grade level and CARE Team will address the most needy students in that grade level.  A student can be on the priority list if he/she is already on the 
CARE Team watch list.  If a student on the priority list has a 504 Plan, then the classroom teacher should contact the 504 Chair (Keicha Chandler-McCray)  to 
determine if the 504 team needs to meet. If a student on the priority list already has an IEP (speech only) then the classroom teacher should contact the 
student’s case manager  (Monica Moses) to determine if the IEP team needs to meet. The CARE Team does not manage cases for students with IEP’s or 504 
Plans. 
 

DECIDING TO REFER TO CARE TEAM:  Teacher recognizes that a student is struggling with academic or behavioral issues. The teacher may choose at 

this time to discuss the student with his/her team to determine if the student should be listed on the team’s priority list. The teacher implements some 
interventions (think: differentiated instruction) and has given them time to help the student. Teachers should keep track of when they begin an intervention.   
        If the student continues to struggle, the teacher should contact the parents for a conference (even if it’s just by phone) to explain what he/she has observed 
and what she has done to support the student.  The teacher develops a plan with the parents designed to improve targeted problem areas. The teacher follows 
up with parents after a few weeks to discuss the student’s response to the interventions.  If the teacher has not added the student’s name to the team’s priority 
list already, it should be done at this time. 
        If the student continues to struggle, and the student is listed on the grade level team’s priority list,  the teacher suggests that the student be referred to the 
school’s CARE Team “to see if there are any other recommendations the team can suggest to help the student”.  It is NOT appropriate at this time for the 
teacher to bring up the idea of a disability, an evaluation, or special education services.  It is NEVER appropriate for a teacher to directly suggest a diagnosis.  If a 
parent asks a teacher’s opinion about a disability or a diagnosis, it is appropriate to respond “It’s possible your child may be experiencing such issues, however, 
I am not certified/trained to make such a diagnosis”. Once in a while, parents express that they do not wish for their child to be referred to CARE Team.  In this 
case, the teacher explains that they “understand the parent’s feelings, but feel strongly that a referral is appropriate. Teachers do not need parent permission 
to refer to CARE Team but the CARE Team can make better recommendations if school and home are working together.” 
 

PARENT REFERRAL TO CARE TEAM:  Parents can refer to CARE Team.  If a parent asks to refer to CARE Team, the teacher should schedule a conference 

to discuss the parents’ concerns and develop a plan to address any weak areas the student exhibits.  Any time a parent refers a student to CARE Team, the 
teacher must complete the Teacher Referral Form.  If the teacher does not have any concerns regarding the student’s academics or behavior, he/she should 
indicate this on the referral form and record evidence of adequate academic functioning. When the referral originates from the parent, the teacher will be 
scheduled to discuss the student at CARE Team. If a parent requests a psycho-educational evaluation, please contact Delia Fabrizio, school psych., immediately. 
A parent request does not result in automatic evaluation, but these requests are generally responded to with a meeting so that parents understand the process. 
 

SPEECH ONLY CONCERNS:  If a teacher is only concerned about a student’s articulation, he/she contacts the parents and discusses these concerns. No 

interventions are needed…..the teacher should ask parents how they feel about the school’s Speech Therapist conducting a screening to see if she thinks an 
evaluation is needed.  If parents agree to the idea of a screening, teacher requests a Speech Referral Form from Catherine Austin Harper.  If parents do not agree 
to the idea of a screening the teacher still submits a Speech Referral Form, but indicates on the form that parents are not interested in a screening.  While 
parents do not need to give permission for a CARE Team referral, parent permission is required for the Speech Therapist to screen a student. 



If a parent is concerned about a student’s articulation but the teacher is not concerned, the teacher should request a Speech Referral Form for the parent to 
complete. The teacher should communicate to Catherine Austin  that she is not concerned about the student’s articulation.   
       The referral form is needed for a speech screening to be recommended, but the teacher will not be invited to a CARE Team meeting unless a full speech 
evaluation is recommended by the speech therapist. The speech therapist communicates with teachers and parents regarding the results of the screening.  If an 
evaluation is recommended, evaluation referral forms must be completed at a follow-up CARE Team meeting. 
 

OBTAINING REFERRAL FORMS:  Teacher EMAILS Catherine Austin  for CARE Team referral forms.  Please do not call or stop by in person to get the 

forms.   
       Catherine Austin emails the TEACHER REFERRAL and PARENT INFORMATION forms to the teacher. The teacher will also be given the name of a case manager 
(a member of CARE Team) who can be a source of support for completing the referral form. Teacher completes the referral form and notifies parent to look for 
the parent form and to return it completed as soon as possible. 
 

RETURNING REFERRAL FORMS:  Teacher returns TEACHER and PARENT forms to Catherine Austin .  

      Occasionally, a parent does not return the Parent Information Form even when they agree to the CARE Team referral.  If the teacher has made 3 attempts to 
obtain the form with no parent response, the teacher should document his/her attempts on the referral form and return the teacher referral form to Catherine 
Austin.       
      If parent still does not wish to participate by completing the parent information form, teacher simply documents this on the teacher referral form and returns 
the form to Catherine Austin. 

ATTENDING A CARE TEAM MEETING:  Catherine Austin notifies the teacher of the date and time of the CARE Team meeting in which he/she will 

present the case.  The teacher presents the case at CARE Team. Teacher should always bring student grades, work samples, a notebook and a pen to CARE Team.   
Teacher makes note of any recommendations.  The teacher shares CARE Team recommendations with the parent. 

FOLLOW UP:  The CARE Team case manager will ask for regular follow-up reports from the teacher regarding the student’s progress.  If the teacher has 

questions about interventions the CARE team recommended, he/she should contact the CARE Team case manager.   

 


